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EURO TRIP
IS KEEPING
O’GRADY
ON TRACK
WHEN the pandemic really hit home and
the country went into lockdown, it didn’t
dampen the spirits of Lusk rider Thomas
O’Grady, as he packed his van with the
tools of his plumbing trade, and loaded
up his 450 Yamaha Moto X bike for good
measure, and hit the roads of Europe,
and a new job. I caught up with him on his
travels last week and he was in his usual
fighting form.
‘I moved away as there was going to be
a break in the short circuit racing at home,
I just took advantage of the situation, and
moved over to Belgium, and I was lucky
that I had my Moto X bike with me, as I was
able to practice on plenty of tracks there.
‘I met up with David Segers, who is a top
Moto X rider, and we trained on tracks in
both Belgium and France, and I was lucky
to have up to five Grand Prix class riders
on the same courses, which helped me a
lot. There was a mix of top class factory
bikes, including Yamaha, and Husqvarna
and KTM, but the best thing about it was
just how cheap it was, as I was practicing
on the best sand tracks and it was only
€15 a day, so it was easy to get plenty of
practice in.
‘David was explaining to me that the Belgium championship has 30 race weekends
a year, which is a lot, but then you see the
passion that the riders have, as they live
from week to week on the road, and even
have their children with them, also practicing from the young age, as their kids ride
on a Saturday, and the adults on a Sunday,
as the rewards are there for them.
‘When you look at the pace that the
Irish riders have, they are not far off these
riders, but sadly the opportunity is not
there for our riders. These riders are well
sponsored and do well from the sport, and
basically make a living from it. When you
even look at the way their events are run,
there are only six tracks, but when they run
an event they basically build the track in
the week up to the event race, and take it
down, which is some job. It would be like
Ardgillan Park having a Grand Prix track
built in the grounds, and away you go.
‘At the start of the year each rider pays

€300 registration fee, and then €20 a weekend after that, which is very reasonable,
compared to racing at home, where the
entry fee went up to €80 at one stage, but it
was too much and it was brought down to
€50 every weekend, which is a lot compared to what these riders pay over here.
‘I have moved back to England and I am
living with a few lads from Lusk that are
working over here, and I was lucky to get a
wild card entry into the MX Nationals which
is the top class events here, and I was
graded into the Expert class. I was able to
run top 15 right from the start in the MX1
class. I was unfortunate to have an incident
here where the bike stalled in mid-air over
a jump in practice and on landing I dislocated y shoulder. I rode in the first race on
Sunday and finished 7th, but the pain was
too much and I had to call it a day and seek
medical help to sort it, but it’s grand now.
‘It was handy as I was able to take out
a day licence to compete, and I am back
practicing every weekend. Over here there
are plenty of tracks open, and you just pick
one and go, as the amount of tracks that
are here are really keeping me here. To be
honest with the year that we are having, I
just drove around and seeing what pops
up, and it’s nice to see and use different
tracks, with things being so dead at home.
‘I could put an effort in at home, but
there is nothing happening, where at the
start of the year when all the country went
into lockdown, and with no opportunity
of racing on the short circuits, I offered to
help with the idea of getting back to proper
Irish Championships on both the short
circuits and in Moto X, and to be honest I
don’t think anything has been done with
either, which is sad. I put it out that I know
things are tough, and I feel that everyone
has an obligation to move forward. If clubs
want to run training days for kids, I will
offer my services to them for free to help
promote the sport, and I know that I could
pull in other riders to help as well, and have
something there for them.
‘To be honest I spoke to my sponsors
Tony and Peter, and really for me to go
short circuit racing in Ireland there will

have to be a proper Irish Championship,
otherwise there will be no incentive for me
to go down that road, because it’s so expensive and not worth it. Whereas I would
sacrifice time and money to try and put in
a good result in an Irish championship,
knowing that I raced against the best in Ireland, right now I can’t do that, and compete
against the best riders that we have, so
what’s the point.
‘At the minute if I have £150 in my pocket, I can go either practicing or racing over
here, and have something left on Monday,
I will have been out for two full days
riding, and wrecked at the end of the day,
whereas at home I would see nothing
left out of a €1000 with the Superbike.
So while I am floating the breeze over
here, I am enjoying myself, without the
mad cost.
‘While I haven’t been racing at
home for the few events that have
been run, I would like to thank the
following sponsors who have been
very good to me, and I appreciate
their continued support; Round
Tower Plant Hire, Eicl European
industrial air-conditioning and cooling, Rooney plumbing and heating,
Retink graphics, Keithopenroad.ie,
UCD sports science, Jason Tiernan,
Kollective
Shenick veterinary clinic - Kit, Ollie
and crew, Art academy - Woolsey Coulter, IC racing Ivan Curran, Bike sport
paint - spray kitchens, Dinny Collins
fitness, AMC Ashbourne motorcycle
centre, Insomniac productions- Gordon family, Quinn tankers, Dm ground
works, R&R products, East Coast Recovery, Country Crest, Panorama café,
CSA, Assured Power Services, Boyce
engineering, Martin core landscapes,
VTL - Tossie, Pat @ TAG, Carroll
craft frames, Danfay Yamaha, Martin
Gallagher, NDM Motorcycles, Joe O’
Connell carpentry, Allen plant hire,
Noel Mulligan, Paddy Clare and family, Ally
Simms Performance, Jess, Mam, Melissa,
Catherine, family and friends.
Keep ‘er lit!
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jackcorry45@gmail.com
I’m on facebook
@arai45

Thomas O’Grady flying high.
Pictures: Ryan Barclay

Riders must be ‘Nutts’
braving these elements
BAYLON MCCAUGHEY
DESPITE heavy rain and strong
winds, which threatened to
wipe out round 5 of the 2020
IMC event at Nutts Corner, the
100 strong entry braved the
unsavoury elements of the
weather for qualifying, before
going into the races, with the
weather improving slightly,
the winds died down, but persistent rain was the norm for
most of the day.
Due to prior commitments,
Balscadden’s Finnan Wherity
was a non-starter last weekend, his absence will certainly
have spiced up the championship points, and it will make
things interesting for the final
few rounds.
One of the finds of this season has been Jack Hamilton, in
only his first season of tarmac
racing, Jack beat the undisputed King of the Bam Bam class,
Buster Sherman Boyd in the
opening race of the day. This
pair would repeat their battles
in the following two outings,
but with Boyd crossing the line
ahead of the young pretender
Hamilton. Max Robinson took
third in the opening race, with
Alfie Flynn doing likewise in
races two and three.
Making only his second Even with a dark visor, Mondello Masters Superbike rider Luke Johnston took the overall win in his class
appearance at home this year, with a win and two second places. Pics: Baylon McCaughey
Peter Willis was in tremendous
form, showing scant regard for boost Matt’s confidence, which 140 class never fails to excite, ston took the overall win from
the conditions, Willis took his seemed to have taken a knock and despite only taking one Garth Morrell and Kelan Smith.
WM Bucci to victory in both in recent meetings. Matt is the win, Mondello Masters SuperIn the David Beatty Memorial
the Scarlett DIY Junior Mini son of 86 times a road race bike rider, Luke Johnston was Senior Open class, it was James
GP Class along with the Irish winner, and well known Classic the overall winner, two-second Thompson who took the overall
Motorbike & Scooter Show Champion, Barry Davison.
places were enough to give honors with up and coming
Junior Elite class, six wins from
Freddie Cooke rode steadily him the overall win from James short circuit star, Ajay Carey
six starts, gave him the overall to take second overall, with Thompson.
inheriting second place from
victory in both classes.
Fionn Stephens taking third
The Hillhead Sheds support- road racings Darryl Anderson.
In the Junior Mini GP class, overall.
ed Vets races, produced three
In the Martha Beatty 140 B, It
Brian Hamilton, older brother
The Eurol Lubricants Ireland different winners, Mark John- was Michael Murphy who took
of Jack, also continued to
the overall win from Jeff Quilter,
impress, with three amazing
up and coming Quilter, certainly
races on his Kayo, Jack took
made the most of his long joursecond overall, with Lewis Mulney from Cork, riding superbly
len losing valuable points with
in such horrible conditions.
a last lap spill in the opening
Credit must go to all the ofrace when lying second.
ficial’s medics and marshals,
In the Junior Elite class,
who braved the wet conditions,
Mullen took second overall bein order to keep the racing gohind his teammate Peter Willis.
ing. Despite the wet conditions,
Everyone was looking forward
it was amazing, that, there were
to a rematch of Mullen, Willis
very few spills, and this was
and Ruben Sherman Boyd,
despite the fact, that here in
who has been dominating the
Ireland (It can only happen in
home scene, also on a Bucci,
Ireland), that the majority of
however, Ruben was injured in
the riders use Slick tyres, and
a non-racing incident a couple
NOT Wets, which would be the
of days prior the event, and
chosen variety for short circuit
was unable to compete, but
and road racers!
hopes to return for the next
The next round of the IMC
round, again at Nutts Corner
Series, Round 6, will again take
in a fortnights time.
place at Nutts Corner. Mondello
In the Road Racing Ireland
Park has been penciled in for
Junior Gearbox class, Matt
November 8th, and it is also
Davison put a recent run of
hoped to return to Athboy bebelow-par results behind him
fore then, but all this, of course,
to dominate the junior gear- ONLY IN IRELAND: Slick tyres in the wet as Buster Sherman-Boyd
depends on the ongoing Covbox class, taking three deci- fends off the challenge of Jack Hamilton to take the overall win in
id-19 situation.
sive wins. This will no doubt the Bam-Bam class.

